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Market Overview Yesterday, Hong Kong and China stocks rose for a third day supported by 
a recovery observed in China. According to National Bureau of Statistics, 
China’s Aug industrial output, retail sales and fixed-asset investments all 
exceeded economists’ estimates, of which retail sales returned to 
positive growth for the first time this year with a 0.5% YoY increase. 
These data sets show a positive signal on China economic growth 
recovery, which is positive on China consumer sector. The Hang Seng 
Index was up 92pts and closed at 24,732. Positive sign is the increase in 
turnover to HKD115.9b and rebound of technology stocks. Yesterday, 
there was no local confirmed case in Hong Kong, which improved 
investment sentiment towards HK landlord and consumer. 

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Macau Gaming 
According to market channel check, the first 13 days of Sept yielded MOP1.3b in gross gaming revenue 
(GGR), implying an average daily run rate (ADR) of MOP114m for the past week, which was higher than 
MOP83m/day the week before and MOP43m/day in Aug. The improvement is fuelled by both better mass 
traffic and higher than average VIP luck, which was 3.2%-3.3% last week. By segment, VIP volume is down 
90%-92% YoY while mass is down around 88%-90% YoY. Daily revenue of MOP114m represents c.15% of pre-
Covid-19 GGR, which in turn suggests that 40-50% of Guangdong demand has recovered (assuming 
Guangdong accounted for c.1/3 of GGR). This appears to be consistent with visitation trends as well, 
which improved to c.15k/day or 13.5% of 2019’s levels last week. Investors are advised to keep an eye on 
upcoming weekly GGR trend to see if the recovery pace is on track. Related stocks: SJM (880 HK), Galaxy 
Ent. (27 HK), Sands China (1928 HK), MGM China (2282 HK). 
 
China Property 
According to the National Bureau of Statistics, China's 70-city housing price data suggests housing price 
appreciation was 0.56% MoM (vs. Jul of +0.47% MoM). Housing transactions also steadily increased at a 
solid pace in recent weeks, which helped reduce inventory pressures. In the first week of Sept, major 
cities’ inventory months stood at 14.5 (vs. Aug of 14.9), and by city tier, Tier-1 cities’ inventory months 
remained higher than Tier-2/-3 cities. Overall, market expected the housing market outlook to remain 
stable through 2H20, though divergence will continue. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

R&F Properties (2777 HK) 
The company is going to place 257m new H shares at placing price of HKD9.82 per share. The amount of 
placing shares presents c.19.95% of its total existing issued H Shares, while, its placing price represents a 
discount of c.1.3% to its last closing price of HKD9.95. Upon completion of which, a net proceeds will be 
of c.HKD2.5b. R&F intends to use the net proceeds to repay its offshore debts. Its share price may react 
negatively to its share placement announcement.  
 
Ganfeng Lithium (1772 HK) 
Ganfeng Lithium is going to place 40,037,000 new H Shares at the placing price of HKD36.35 per H Share. 
The amount of placing shares presents 20% of its total existing issued H Shares, while, its placing price 
represents a discount of c.9.1% to its last closing price of HKD40. Upon completion of which, a net 
proceeds will be of c.HKD1.448b. The company raises capital for its business development and to broaden 



its shareholder base.  
 
CR Power (836 HK) 
CR Power posted robust power generation growth in Aug at 10.4% YoY (vs. Jul of +0.7% YoY). Its 8M20 
power output was back to positive territory for the first time this year, recorded at +1.1% (vs. 7M20 of -
0.4%), in line with China’s yield-to-date power consumption turning positive for the first time in Aug at 
0.5%, due to strong cooling demand from high temperatures and the fast economic recovery. Worth to 
note that the company now offers an attractive FY20E dividend yield of 9.5%. 
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